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A novel method is presented for distinguishing postal stamp forgeries and counterfeit banknotes from
genuine samples. The method is based on analyzing differences in paper ﬁbre networks. The main tool is
a curvelet-based algorithm for measuring overall ﬁbre orientation distribution and quantifying
anisotropy. Using a couple of more appropriate parameters makes it possible to distinguish forgeries
from genuine originals as concentrated point clouds in two- or three-dimensional parameter space.
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1. Introduction
Forgeries and fakes are made all over: paintings, banknotes,
stamps and other valuable papers among other things. Here we
focus on forgeries that are printed on paper, that is, on the structure
of the related ﬁbre network, such as that of banknotes and stamps.
Traditionally forgeries have been distinguished with visual
inspection or with machines that identify speciﬁc security markers
inserted in the paper. These include watermarks, ﬂuorescent
threads that can be seen only in ultraviolet light, security strips,
and holograms. Stamp forgeries are usually distinguished, for
example, from paper color, type of print and colors used, printing
accuracy when different colors are printed separately on the sheets
of stamps, and differences in the stamp layout. However, while
forgery is made more difﬁcult, counterfeiters follow the suit and
learn to mimic better the security markers. Furthermore, colours of
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genuine stamps vary sometimes quite strikingly, as is evident from
Fig. 1, where we show three genuine originals and a forgery of the
North-Ingria (N-I) series II 5-mark stamps. This makes mere visual
inspection quite difﬁcult.
We propose a novel method for analyzing the characteristics of the
ﬁbre network of paper products. The method is based on processing
optical transmission images of paper samples using an orientationsensitive algorithm called curvelet transform. Furthermore, we use Xray imaging to characterize so-called wire markings [1]. Extracting
two, three or more representative parameters from the optical and Xray analysis leads to a classiﬁcation of the ﬁbre networks. Forgeries
can be discerned from genuine originals by their features based solely
on the properties of the underlying paper.
In addition to numerous small-scale counterfeits, in some cases
governments need to be prepared to large-scale, high-quality
counterfeit currency incidents. A well-known example of such a
case happened during World War II when Germany aimed to use
counterfeiting as a weapon and forged British pounds [2]. More
recently, there have appeared high-quality counterfeits of US
dollars, called ‘superdollars’ or ‘supernotes’ because of their high
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Fig. 1. Four 5-mk North-Ingria (N-I) stamps with different background colours. The upper-left stamp is a genuine mint (uncanceled), the upper-right stamp is a forgery, the
lower-left stamp is genuine with KIRJASALO cancellation, and the lower-right stamp is again genuine with an ‘‘Inkerin hyväksi’’ overprint. Notice that colors of the stamps
change signiﬁcantly regardless of it being genuine or forged.

similarity to the real US dollar [3,4]. Counteractions against such
high-quality counterfeits require swift actions, for example, the US
Treasury introduced in 1996 a new $100 note to decrease such
counterfeiting [5]. At present we are also living auspicious time for
counterfeiters because European Union is issuing new set of euro
banknotes, and people do not identify them in the ﬁrst place.
Our aim is to provide a set of parameters determined by precise
methods, which would characterize a given paper network so that
the papers used to print genuine and counterfeit documents can be
distinguished. To this end we concentrate here on two kinds of
documents, on stamps and banknotes, and introduce different
methods for characterization of the respective paper substrates.
Also, these methods may be used to help to classify and choose the
paper substrate before printing the document in question that is,
the paper used in the value documents should have clear
measurable properties, which might be restored beforehand to
help forensic document examiners later.
Earlier studies on genuine and counterfeit banknotes have been
done using numerous methods, for example, wavelets [6], infrared
spectroscopy [7], mass spectrometry [8], optical-coherence tomography [9], Raman microspectroscopy [10], Mössbauer spectroscopy
[11], support vector machines [12], neural networks [13], and
measuring the lifetime of ﬂuorescence in banknotes [14]. The
novelty of the present study is that it focuses on the underlying
paper structure. According to our knowledge, there has been one
earlier work, which studies paper structure in this context [15]. In
that article a quantitative measure, based on 2D FFT power
spectrum, is deﬁned and applied to 25 different copy papers.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. The optical and X-ray measurements
Optical measurements of the samples were done by setting the
sample on an illuminated table and recording the transmitted light
directly above the sample to get so-called bright-ﬁeld images.
Images were recorded with a Canon EOS 600D camera, which was
mounted to a microscope Leica Z16 APO.

X-ray transmission images were taken with SkyScan 1172 highresolution micro-CT. A typical closed source microfocus X-ray tube
operated up to 100 kV and with a focal spot of around 5 mm is used
in this device. The sample can be translated in all three directions
with a high resolution precision stage, vibration isolated on a
granite base. The high resolution and high contrast capability of the
device is achieved with detector optics – a pixel resolution of about
0.4 mm can be achieved corresponding to a detail detectability of
somewhat below 1 mm.
2.2. Determination of orientation
For the evaluation of ﬁbre orientation we used the method
recently introduced by Sampo et al. [14], which is based on
directional wavelets, so-called curvelets [17,18]. It was shown that
curvelet-based orientation analysis is, in most cases, better than
traditional methods like the gradient-based structure tensor (ST)
method [19,20] and direct FFT-based [21] methods. The curveletbased orientation analysis is more robust, in particular when the
resolution of the image decreases [14]. We have also shown that
the curvelet method is robust and rather insensitive to noise in the
image. This property increases its usability in practical applications. For clarity, we give a short description of this method here.
Let f be a representation of a grey scale (optical) image of the
sample. We can express this representation in terms of basis
functions fb and gabu such that
f ¼

X
b

h f ; fb ifb þ

X

h f ; g abu ig abu :

(1)

a;b;u

Functions fb are restricted to low frequencies and are therefore
not relevant in this application. However, functions gabu are called
curvelets. They have discretizations for the scale (a), location (b),
and angle (u), which are approximately like aj = 2j, j = 1, 2, . . .;
uj,l = 2p  l  2bj/2c, l = 0, 1, . . . , 2bj/2c  1; and bðkj;lÞ ¼
Ru j;l ðk1 2 j ; k2 2 j=2 Þ; k1 ; k2 2 Z [17].
In Fig. 2 four curvelet functions gabu are illustrated in both the
spatial and frequency domain (zero frequency in the middle). The
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Fig. 2. Four curvelets with different orientation, location, and scale. This image was produced with CurveLab [22].

curvelets of the two largest scales have the same orientation, while
the two curvelets of smaller scale have orientations that are
different from that of the other two. In the frequency domain
curvelets are smooth and compactly supported, while in the spatial
domain they decay rapidly in the dominating dimension (along the
long axis of its elongated shape) and oscillate in the perpendicular
direction. The important difference to ordinary wavelets is that
curvelets obey parabolic scaling, which means that their width-tolength ratio is a1/2, while for wavelets this ratio is independent of
scale. Another difference to the regular wavelet transforms is that
for curvelets, the number of orientations grows when the scale
decreases. These features make curvelets very efﬁcient for
approximating or analyzing edges [18].
At small scales a, the magnitudes of inner products hf, gabui are
large for such curvelets gabu that are oriented like edges in an image
[14]. Moreover, curvelets form a tight frame, i.e., k f k22 ¼
P
P
2
2
b jh f ; fb ij þ
a;b;u jh f ; g abu ij [18]. This property suggests that
an estimate for the orientation distribution could be expressed in
the form


 h f ; g i2
abu
SðuÞ :¼ R p P P

2 ;


a2I
b 2 J a h f ; g abu i du
0
P

a2I

P

b 2 Ja

(2)

where the index set I for the scales depends on the resolution and
size of the particles in the image, such that we do not capture any
unwanted structures. In this work we used the two smallest scales
depending on the resolution. If the resolution of angle u needed to
be beyond what CurveLab [22] could provide, it was possible to
generate any gabu by rotating gab0. For each scale we had a
rectangular grid of points as the translation set,
Ja ¼



1=2 T
Ru ðC 1 la; C 2 ka Þ : ðl; kÞ 2 Z 2 ;

(3)

with constants C1 and C2 [14].
2.3. Material of analysis
In the analysis of stamps we used N-I pictorial (series II) stamps
(see Fig. 1), which are quite common and both genuine originals
and forgeries are easy to collect. These stamps were issued in 1920,
when this region in Russia had a short period towards independence, and, among other things, issued two series of their own
stamps. The real postal use of these stamps was very brief and all
cancellations were done in Kirjasalo (located in Finland). However,
the leftovers were sold, and that is why uncanceled (mint) stamps
are quite common. For some reason forgeries of the pictorial series
II are also very common. It should be mentioned that many stamp

forgers are very well known, but the forger (or forgers) for N-I
stamps is not accurately known. There are, however, rumors that
they were forged at London in ﬁfties. In the analysis of banknotes
we had totally 70 counterfeit banknotes from 5 to 500 euros, ten
pieces each. In this study we, however, used only ten counterfeit s
50 banknotes, and compared them to two different series of
30 unused genuine banknotes. These two series were printed on
papers provided apparently by two different manufacturers. The
counterfeit banknotes were provided by the Finnish National
Bureau of Investigation, and the genuine banknotes by the Bank of
Finland.

3. Analysis and results
In order to discern forgeries from genuine documents, we
needed to ﬁnd parameters that separate different ﬁbre structures.
Since the above-mentioned orientation analysis method proved to
be good, a natural parameter of characterization was the main
orientation direction of the ﬁbres. The main orientation of ﬁbres in
a paper machine is usually near the so-called machine direction
(MD) [1], which is the running direction of the machine. The
minimum of the orientation distribution is then usually in a
direction perpendicular to that direction, in the so-called cross
direction (CD). We show some examples of orientation distributions of the genuine N-I stamps in Fig. 3a, and orientation
distributions of forged N-I stamps in Fig. 3b. All distributions were
normalized so as to have an area of one between the distribution
curve and the angle axis (in radians). Another similar parameter we
get from the orientation analysis is the anisotropy of the
distribution [1], which we deﬁne here simply as the ratio of
maximum amplitude to minimum amplitude of the normalized
distribution. An additional parameter that turned out to be useful
in the stamp analysis was the mean thickness of ﬁbres. This is
because the original stamps had been printed on a rough, slightly
yellowish paper made probably of mechanical softwood pulp,
while most of the forgeries had been printed on a whiter paper,
probably made of chemical hardwood pulp with longer and
narrower ﬁbres. As an auxiliary parameter for banknotes we used
the pinhole (a small hole in the paper structure) percentage which
in a sense describes how sparse the underlying paper is. This
parameter was measured from binary images as shown in Fig. 4 for
a genuine and a forged banknote.
3.1. Analysis of North-Ingria stamps
North-Ingria series II stamp-set consists of seven different
stamps: 10, 30, 50 and 80 pennies, and 1, 5, and 10 marks. Both the
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Fig. 3. The orientation distributions of ﬁbres (a) for genuine N-I stamps and (b) for forged N-I stamps.

forged and genuine stamps were purchased from different stamp
auctions. Notice that these stamps do not have ﬁscal value
anymore, and that is why forged stamps are also sold, and
sometimes collected as a curiosity. We purchased four sets of
forged stamps, and three sets of genuine unused stamps, one set of
genuine canceled stamps, and one set of stamps with an ‘‘Inkerin
hyväksi’’ overprint.
We ﬁrst inspected three sets of forged N-I stamps and three sets
of genuine mint stamps. Genuineness was secured by traditional
methods of authentication, such as colours, centering of the
ﬁgures, yellowness of the paper, faulty image layouts etc. We used
two sets of genuine stamps as a reference set and plotted three
parameters, that is, the main orientation angle, anisotropy of the
orientation and mean thickness of the ﬁbres in a threedimensional (3D) parameter space shown in Fig. 5. The same
ﬁgure contains also these parameters for the three forged sets of NI stamps (each colour corresponds to one stamp-set). It is evident
that forgeries are located all over this parameter space, while
genuine stamps are concentrated into an ellipsoid near the main
orientation angle. The reason why forgeries are scattered all over
the parameter space is probably that forgers do not know anything
about the MD/CD directions of the paper, and thus the main
direction of the orientation changes arbitrarily. The main orientation angle of the genuine stamps was in the direction of the shorter
side, which according also to the literature should be the main
orientation direction in the N-I 2nd-series stamps [23]. However,
three of these stamps, presumed to be genuine, were located far
outside this ellipsoid (marked with a yellow circle in the
parameter-space ﬁgure). These stamps were from genuine sets
and seemed genuine according to all other features than the
direction of main orientation. That is why we are sure that these
three stamps were genuine, but that the sheet had been in these
cases placed in the ‘wrong’ direction during printing procedure.

This is evident from Fig. 6, where we show that the orientation
angle of these stamps (again marked with a yellow circle) differed
by about 90 degrees from that of the other genuine stamps. We
then tested this parameter model using a set of canceled stamps,
and a set of stamps with an ‘‘Inkerin hyväksi’’ overprint. These sets
were presumed to be genuine, because of the KIRJASALO
cancellation or the overprinting. In Fig. 7 we show these sets of
N-I stamps in the same parameter space. The ‘stars’ representing
these sets of stamps are in the ellipsoid that was shown earlier to
represent genuine stamps. Of course there are statistical variations
in the parameters since only a small area of the sheet of paper (the
‘substrate’) is present in one stamp, and probably the stamps in our
sets had not been printed on the same sheet. Notice also that we
shortened the orientation-angle axis, because the main angles
were centered near zero degree (for the present deﬁnition of
angles). The ellipsoid itself is of the same size as in Fig. 5. It is
evident from this ﬁgure that these sets of stamps were quite
certainly genuine.
3.2. Analysis of banknotes
In banknote analysis we used ten s 50 counterfeit banknotes,
which were provided by the Finnish National Bureau of Investigation. There were three different counterfeits: Two with serial
number A (for security reasons we do not use the exact ID), three
with ID B and ﬁve with ID C. As a reference set made up of genuine
banknotes we used 30 pieces of two different series of notes with
identiﬁcation numbers starting with letters X (Germany) and Z
(Belgium). The analyzed images were taken from the region of the
European union ﬂag, because the blue colour gives good contrast for
the visibility of ﬁbres. The images were, however, changed to 8 bit
b&w images before analyzing (see Fig. 8). Each ﬁgure (stamp or note)
was about the same size of 1.9 mm  2.9 mm. Because both genuine

Fig. 4. (a) Pinholes in a binary image of a genuine s 50 banknote. (b) Pinholes in a binary image of a counterfeit s 50 banknote.
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Fig. 5. Two sets of genuine N-I stamps, and three sets of forgeries in a 3D parameter
space. Notice that the three points marked with a yellow circle are presumably also
genuine, but printed on a sheet that was placed perpedicular to the other printed
sheets.

and counterfeit banknotes were made recently the ﬁbres turned out
to be of similar thickness and we could not use it as a separating
parameter. The anisotropy of the orientation, however, changed
even between the different series of the genuine banknotes. The
paper grade of the counterfeits was also inferior to the pure cotton
paper of the genuine banknotes, and the so-called pinholes (where
light passes directly trough the paper) were more abundant in the
counterfeit banknotes. That is why we deﬁned a parameter that we
call a pinhole percentage, to describe the porosity of the paper grade.
Each of the grey scale images were adjusted to have circa the same
mean of the histogram. However, the counterfeits had more skewed
histograms and thus slightly larger standard deviations. A typical
binary ﬁgure using a threshold value 244 (grey scale values between
0 and 255) for binarization is depicted in Fig. 4 showing circa ten
times more pinhole area for the counterfeit than for the genuine
banknote. As a reference of the genuine banknotes we analysed all
sixty pieces of 50 euros from the X- and Z-series, and show their
locations in a 3D parameter space in Fig. 9. It is evident that the Zseries banknotes are more compactly located in that parameter
space than the X-series banknotes.
Most of the counterfeits also had the main orientation in the
direction of the shorter side of the banknote, which is clearly the
main orientation direction of all genuine banknotes analyzed. That
is why we omitted the orientation direction from the parameters
and show the counterfeit banknotes only in a 2D parameter space
with anisotropy and pinhole percentage as the parameters (see
Fig. 10). We show there the results for all genuine banknotes. It is
evident that the counterfeit banknotes are separated from the
genuine ones independent of whether they are from the X- or Zseries. The papers used in the counterfeits were quite bad quality
and heterogeneous in structure. Also due to the small amount of
samples from each counterfeit groups the statistics of these is
worse that statistics of genuine notes. That is why the counterfeits
are more dispersed in the parameter space. However, the groups A

Fig. 6. The same results as in Fig. 5, but now shown in a 2D parameter space.

Fig. 7. Results for two test sets of genuine N-I stamps shown in the same parameter
space as the one used in Fig. 5, but for a restricted range of orientation angles.

and C counterfeits may be from the same source (same counterfeiter), but group B counterfeits differed a lot from the other groups
(also by other properties than shown here). Notice also that only one
parameter (the pinhole percentage) can distinguish counterfeits
from genuine banknotes, at least, in this case.
Also the two sets of genuine banknotes can be separated with
these two parameters. This is probably because they had
apparently been printed on papers provided by different manufacturers. The mean value of anisotropy for the X-series banknotes
were 1.80  0.23 and 2.32  0.15 for the Z series (mean values shown
as squares in Fig. 10). On the other hand, the X series had a smaller
amount of pinholes, although only about a tenth part of what the
counterfeit banknotes had. Of course heavy use of banknotes may
deteriorate the paper such that they have more pinholes than unused
banknotes, but we believe this is not crucial factor. However, the
counterfeits were also in very good condition because they were
probably removed very soon after their intended use.
We then took X-ray tomographic transmission images of several
genuine and counterfeit banknotes. Although these banknotes were
full of security features, we found a region of about 1 cm2 with no
security features, which was then used in this analysis. It should be
noted that usually value papers do not have as many security
features as banknotes, and consequently investigation of them is
easier. However, after wavelet denoising, marks of the so-called
pressing wire of the paper machine were quite visible in these X-ray
images of the banknotes as is evident from Fig. 11, where such
images are shown for a sample of the Z series (panel a), a sample of
the X series (panel b), and for two samples of the counterfeit
banknotes (panels c and d). It is evident that the wires used in the
manufacturing of the X-series and Z-series banknotes are different.
However, the pattern seems to be very similar, but the wire was
more worn-out in the case of X-series banknotes. On the other hand,

Fig. 8. A typical transmission image of a Z-series banknote taken from the area of the
blue euro ﬂag. The real area of the ﬁgure is 1.9 mm  2.9 mm.
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useful parameter in detecting the origin of the paper used in any
document. We could make wire marking visible also from
microscope images with effective wavelet denoising. Images of
the genuine Z-series wire markings with microscope are shown in
Fig. 12a, anf for counterfeit ID C banknote in Fig. 12b. Microscope
could be used also for this purpose if X-ray equipment is not
available.
4. Discussion

Fig. 9. Results for all genuine banknotes shown in a 3D parameter space (with blue
dots for the X series and with red stars for the Z series).

Fig. 10. Results for two thirty-piece sets of genuine s 50 banknotes and for ten
counterfeit s 50 banknotes in a 2D parameter space. Mean values of the genuine
banknotes are shown as colored squares.

the wire markings in the counterfeit banknotes were totally
different from those in the genuine banknotes. Wire marking is,
in a sense, a signature of the paper machine used, and it is thus a

We reported here a new method for identifying postal stamp
forgeries and counterfeit banknotes, which was based on analyzing
differences in the structure of the paper substrates used in them. To
this end we used four different quantitative structural parameters
for characterization of that structure, but this type of analysis is not
restricted to these parameters alone. We found particularly useful
the orientation distribution of the ﬁbres in paper, for which we used
our recently developed curvelet-based method. From this distribution we used here the main orientation direction and the anisotropy
of orientation as the speciﬁc parameters. We also found the pinhole
percentage very useful. This parameter describes the amount of
small holes in paper and is related to how sparse (or heterogeneous)
the structure is. Furthermore, in some cases ﬁbre thickness turned
out to be a relevant parameter. Using these parameters we showed
that it is possible to separate forgeries from genuine samples in a 2D
or 3D parameter space.
Although we use here banknotes and stamps as examples we
believe that a similar method can be applied to investigation of
other documents. The method presented here is cheap and easy to
implement in laboratory environment. Also portable combination
is possible because we need only a stereo microscope equipped
with camera and laptop-computer. Furthermore, the curvelet
algorithm can be coded such that it is suitable for online
measurements, that is, calculation of the orientation parameters
can be done, at most, in tens of milliseconds [14].
If we could separate documents by the underlying paper
structure, some expensive security markers could be omitted from
the banknotes and other value papers, for example, holograms are
sometimes quite difﬁcult to authenticate. The method we
introduce here would be, at least, complementary to some other
examinations, like watermark and security thread veriﬁcation. In

Fig. 11. X-ray transmission images (after denoising) of the papers used in (a) a sample of the genuine banknotes of the Z series, (b) a sample of the genuine banknotes of the X
series, (c) a sample of the ID A counterfeit banknotes, and (d) a sample of the ID C counterfeit banknotes. The real area of each ﬁgure is about 12.3 mm  7.5 mm
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Fig. 12. Microscopic transmission images (after denoising) of the papers used in (a) genuine banknotes of the Z series, (b) ID C counterfeit banknotes. Notice that the area is
smaller than in Fig. 11.

this study we deal only with the s 50 banknotes, but we had totally
70 counterfeits from values 5–500 euros and all the counterfeit
euro banknotes were easily discriminated from the genuine merely
by studying the structure of the used paper.
In addition to four quantitative parameter we have studied two
qualitative features of paper, that is, so-called wire-markings and
paper formation. We showed here that wire markings, which are
characteristic for individual paper machine could distinguish the
counterfeits from genuine banknotes deﬁnitely. Also the the wire
markings of X-series and Z-series banknotes differed such that X-series
was manufactured with a more worn out wire in the paper machine.
Paper formation is also a traditional quantity to describe the
degree of uniformity of the ﬁbre distribution in paper. Paper
formation can be deﬁned as a small-scale mass variation of the
paper. To this end we are developing a new method based on greyscale texture analysis [24], which we can also use to classify paper
network structures. However, paper formation is not a scalar
quantity, and cannot be expressed with one parameter [1]. A
detailed analysis of paper formation and its potentials will be the
object of a future paper.
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